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Lawrentian Will
Appear With New
Gravure Section
Appointments are Made to
Editorial and Busi»
ness Staffs
Beginning with this week's issue,
tho Lawrentian w ill frequently in 
clude the Collegiate Digest, an 8page rotogravure section contain
ing pictorial news of college life
throughout the country. Collegiate
Digest is published semi-weekly by
the Associated Collegiate press of
which the Lawrentian is a member.
The appointments of two more
department editors were announced
Wednesday by editor Henry John 
son. Student activities staff wi!l be
under the direction of Dorothy
Martin. She is a junior, councilor at
Peabody, member of Delta G am 
ma sorority and Eta Sigma Ph*. and
a member of the Ariel staff.

Department Editora to Meet
Beth Arveson, junior indepen
dent, will assume the position of ad
ministration editor. A meeting of all
department editors will be heid at
4:45 Thursday afternoon in the Law
rentian office.
John Riesen, business manager,
has announced the appointment of
Charles Vau Dell as collections
manager and Marjorie Carpenter
as circulation manager. Vau Dell,
a senior, is a member of Sigma
Phi Epsilon. He served as circula
tion manager on last year's business
staff.
Marjorie Carpenter, sophomore, is
a member of Delta Gamma. Heelers,
and French club.

Reporters Named

Following a series of tryout meet
ings, twelve students have i»een
tentatively added to the La-j’rentian editorial staffs. Other freshmen
and upperclass students who desire
to participate are urged to noti
fy the editors immediately. New
reporters are Dorothy Ann King.
Ethel Neumann.
Lois
Weiugar,
Phyllis Williams,
Dexter
Wolfe,
Gordon Shurtleff, Walter Scnulz.
Rosemary Taylor, Jean Marble, Hel
en Knight, Betty Moore, and Ro
berta Jackson. A meeting of both
old and new staff members will
be held in the English literature
room, number eleven. Main hall at
4:30 tomorrow afternoon.

Geneva Group Plans
Dorm Popcorn Sale
And Vesper Services

L A W R E N C E COLLEGE, APPLETO N, W IS.

30-Piece Lawrence
Band Appears at
Pep Convocation
The new 30-piece college band,
directed by Norbert Letter, A p
pleton senior, played at the college
pep meeting last Friday at convo
cation. The pep meeting, one of the
most spirited in several years, was
called as a preface to Heselton day
and the Lawrence-Coe football
game Saturday.
Speakers at the meeting, which
was conducted by Robert Leverenz,
chairman of the pep committee,
were President Thomas N. B ar
rows, Coach Bernie Heselton; and
Joe Maertzweiler and Albert Nova
kofski, co-captains of the football
team. Cheerleaders Morgan Span
gle and Robert Suettinger led
cheers.

U. S. Navy Band to
Give Two Concerts
Students Offered Special
Hate for Afternoon
Performance
Through a special arrangement
made by the editors of the Lawren
tian. a special rate of 50 cents will
be given college students wishing
to attend the afternoon concert of
the U. S. Navy band in the chapel
on Monday afternoon. October 10
These special student tickets, which
may be purchased at Belling's Drug
store, are good only for the after
noon performance at 3:30 p. m.
There will, however, be a second
concert at 8:30 p. m. at which the
regular price of 75 cents w ill be
charged. This great band is m ak
ing a seven week tour and will ap
pear in twenty states.
Tickets for the two Appleton
concerts, which are being sponsor
ed by the Appleton Lions club,
went on sale Saturday at Belling's
Drug store.
So varied and cosmopolitan is the
musical program provided by the
famous organization that it is like
taking a trip around the world
aboard one of the great battleships.
In a typical program the audicnce
is taken to Hawaii and the Orient
as well as to almost every country
in Europe including Turkey, Rus
sia, Italy. France, Denmark, Scan
dinavia, Spain and the British Isles
and back again to the United
States.
With his keen sense of apprecia
tion of what the American public
wants, Lieutenant Charles Benter.
leader of the celebrated band, ar
ranges his programs to satisfy the
exacting popular demand. He real
izes that while the average audi
ence today has a better understand
ing and appreciation of tne heavier
classical music, it also demands the
diversion and entertainment found
in the lilting, tuneful airs from
light opera and the purse-quickening strains of modern popular
music.

At the first meeting of the Gen
eva committee, held la.t Thursday
evening at Peabody house. Aodrea
Stephenson talked briefly on her
experience at the Geneva confer
ence, which she attend;; V
1 last June
as a Lawrence representative.
It was decided to continue the
Vesper services this year, begin
ning probably near the end of Oc
tober. The committee will also
sponsor a popcorn sale next Tues
day evening, under the direction
of Annamae Savidis.
Thomas S. Kepler, professor of
Any girl who has had Girl Scout
experience, or who be irterested in Bible and religion, and Mrs Kep
aiding in such work should eet in ler entertained at a small lea at
touch with Jane Houts immediate their home Sunday afternoon.
ly. Plans were also discussed for
an open meeting sometime in the
near future, especially for fresh
men or upperclassmen interested
in joining the Geneva committee.

Bodilly Announces
Gala Homecoming
Plans for Oct. 22

Thursday, October 6, 1938

Announces Plans

Writer of Best Slogan W ill
Receive
$3.00
Prize

Pep,
Homecoming, and
Social Chairmen Outline
Plans
for Year

Starting Lawrence college's 1938
Homecoming plans with a running
start, chairman Jack Bodilly has
announced that a cash prize of
three dollars will be offered for the
snappiest slogan submitted for this
year's grid battle, which will be
against Carroll college, October 22.
All entries must be deposited in a
box located in the Lawrentian of
fice, Main hall, before 7 p. m. on
Monday, October 17. The w in
ner will be announced in the Law 
rentian on Thursday, October 20.
In response to overwhelming
pleas from the student body, Tom
Temple and his orchestra will
again be featured at the pep con
vocation to be held Friday morn
ing before Homecoming.

Reports of pep, social, and home
coming committee chairmen were
heard by eleven members of the
executive committee at its first
meeting of the year last Friday.
The committee also approved its
former action to absorb the yearly
payment and principal on the W. A.
A. rooms and adopted a motion
that special students desiring ex
emption from the student activities
fee be required to petition the ex
ecutive committee.

Meet Behind Science Hall

The tr a d i t i o n a 1 Homecoming
frolic will be held in the Little Gym
at 7 p. m. on Friday. At 8:30 p. m.
students will gather behind science

Homecoming Slogan
Slogan ..........................................

JA C K BOD1I.I.Y

Enrolment Shows
648 Registered
Conservatory Shows In 
crease in Students;
College Decreases
Editorial on Page 4

Final registration figures for the
first semester as compiled by the
N am e
registrar show a total of 648 stu
dents enrolled in Lawrence col
hall for the pep meeting which will
be in charge of Bob Leverenz, pep lege and the Conservatory of M u
chairman. Freshmen will don pa sic. This also includes ten special
jamas, and a giant bonfire on a raft students.
in the river will illuminate the j
The junior class shows an in 
scene. A torch light parade will
follow the pep program. Judging crease over last year of nine stu
of fraternity house decorations will dents. from 105 to 114, and the
take place at 5 p. m. Friday after number in the senior class decreas
noon.
ed by seven, from 100 to 93. The
The annual parade of floats will
be held at 10:30 a.m. Saturday, and ¿ophomore class shows the great
no classes will be held in the : est decline, with 48 fewer students
morning. Three trophies will be ( than last year when 189 were reg
offered this year, two for the best
istered as compared to 141 this
fraternity and sorority floats, and 1
year. A slight decrease of six is
one for house decorations.
shown in the freshman class, with
Pep Band to Maneuver
Saturday afternoon will feature 227 enrolled last year and 221 at
the Carroll-Lawrence game at present. The number enrolled in
Whiting field, at which the newly
organized pep band will maneuver. the college and conservatory at
Tentative plans also include a this time last year was 690.
bleacher cheering section using
Conservatory Gains
variously colored cards. Fraterni
The Conservatory of Music rec
ty open houses for alumni will fol ords a gain of 15 students, increas
low the game. The annual alumni ing from 62 enrollees last year to
banquet will be held at the Con 77 this year, or a gain of 24 per
way notel Saturday evening.
cent. An increase of 34 per cent
Hal Leonard and his orchestra in freshmen is noted, with 29 reg
have been engaged by social chair istered this year as compared to
man Lob Stocker to play al the 19 in the preceding year.
gala homecoming dance Saturday
Men students outnumber women
night at the Alexander gymnasium. 289 to 280, according to the report.
Leonard’s band, which comes di In the junior and senior classes the
rect ironi Minneapolis, is noted for number of men students exceeds
a triple-tonguing trio of trumpets. that of women, whereas women
Personnel of Committees
are in the majority in the two low
The
Homecoming
committee er classes.
headed oy Bodilly is composed of
Rigid Requirements
Bill Pengelly, Marg Mansfield,
The decrease in the freshman
Esther Fritz, and Kay Tuchscherer. class is due to the application of
Leverenz' pep committee includes more rigid requirements for ad
Mary White, Bob Borman, Bob mission based upon high school
Wilson, and Bill Dupont.
performance tests and other cri
teria. Higher standards arc being
stressed in the lower classes in or
der to decrease the number who
may be forced to leave in their
final year due to failure to secure
passing grades.
Final registration figures are as
Says Beth Arveson, student leader follows:
Men Women Total
of the Applied Religion group, “Out
52
41
93
of a heated argument to establish Seniors
61
53
114
principles or standards of judgment Juniors
66
75
141
of right and wrong, we reached Sophomores
101
120
221
one conclusion — any action that Freshmen

65 Students Participate in First
Of University of Life Discussions

I

Saturday, Oct. I, Football —
Carleton college there. Sigma
Phi Epsilon pledge party. Beta
Theta Pi pledge party. East
House party.
Saturday, Oct. 15, Football—
Monmouth college here. Dad’s
Day. Delta Tau Delta pledge
party.
Saturday, Oct. 22, Football —
Carroll college here. Home
coming. Homecoming dance.
Alexander gym.
Wednesday. Oct. 26, First Ar
tist series—Amparo
Iturbt,
pianist.
Saturday, Oct. 29, Football —
Ripon college there.
Saturday, Nov. 5, Football —
Beloit college there.

Sixty-five Lawrence students at
tended the first meeting of the U ni
versity of Life Sunday night at the
Memorial Presbyterian church Sup
per was served, after which the
group attended an evening prayer
service at the A ll Saints Episcopal
church. The five members of the
advisor;- board led the service, but
hereafter a committee of students
under the direction of Miriam i^ee
Porter, worship chairman, will take
charge.

Discussion Follows Service

Five discussion sections, each with
its own faculty leader and student
leader, held individual
meetings
after the service. Andrea Stephen
s') a, student leader of “Beliefs That
Matter” group states, “Next «reek
we are going to discuss what we
consider to be the belief that m at
ters n^ost pt, ajl—belief in God."

Executive Group
Hears Reports of
Three Committees

is destructive to character or per
280
289
569
sonality is wrong. Next Sundav we
2
2
rre going to take more practical Special
28
49
77
problems and analyze them until Conservatory
we establish more standards.
310
338
648
“We outlined our program (or
<he next eight weeks. Next weok
Weatherman Predicts
we will discuss “American Neutral
ity." remarks Clark Nixon, who is
Full Moon for Frolic
the student leader of the group
The weather’s getting chilly,
discussing Social
and
Economic
kids, so you’d better plan to
Problems.
stay indoors tomorrow night. Of
We Yam What We Yam
course there’s no better place to
“Like ‘Pop-eye,’ we am w hit we
be than at the frolic, so we’ll be
am—but we’re going to find out
seem* you in the little gym at
7 p. m. The Weatherman.
, Turn to Page 8

Tentative Homecoming Program
The tentative homecoming pro
gram as outlined by chairman Jack
Bodilly will follow the general line
of last year’s celebration. Present
plans call for a homecoming convacation on Friday. October 21,
with Tom Temple and his orchestra,
a pep meeting behind Science hall
Friday with a bonfire on a floating
raft, a torch parade and pajama pa
rade by the freshmen, the usual pa
rade of floats or. Saturday morning,
fraternity house decoration, or
ganized cheering secions using col
ored cards, and the homecoming
dance at Alexander gymnasium
with Hal Leonard's orchestra. Bo
dilly has also announced a slogan
contest which is now open.
In his report Bob Leverenz, pep
chairman, outlined the activities the
pep committee has already carried
out, including All-College Day and
the pep program in convocation on
Friday. Other tentative pep plans
include a bus to transport fans to
the Ripon homecoming game on
October 29, with the possibility of
busses for basketball games if re
sponse warrents it. Every attempt
will also be made to stage a winter
carnival this year.
Six All-College Dances
Included. in the tentative social
program for the year as outlined by
chairman B ib Stocker are six AllCollege daries, a prom, and twentyfive frolics. Hi.l Leonard and his
orchestra have been booked to play
for the homecoming dance on Sat
urday, October 22. The tentative
social budget for the year as out
lined by Stocker is as follows:

Income
Student Activities fee

Expenditures
Chairs and tables
Janitor service
Labor (checkers, etc.)
Sound system
Lights for decorations
Purchase of piano
Wax
Social and other tickets
Programs
Frolics (25 @ $12)
Miscellaneous
Homecoming decorations
Orchestras for six AllCollege dances
Prom orchestra and decor
ations

$3,100
t 128
100
100
3S
79
50
f

29
150
300
39
100
1000
1000
$3100

L W A. TEA
L. W. A. will hold its first tea on
Thursday October 13. at Ormsby,
from 3 to 5. A ll students, faculty,
and their wives are cordially in
vited to attend.
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President Barrows Turns Concrete Worker

Minister Stresses
Jesus’ Modernity
In Convocation

Forensic Croup
Plans Program
Mitchell Proposes Idea of
Visiting Round
Tables

The Kev. I. E. Schlagenhauf Speaks at Re«
ligious Service

The executive committee oi the
forensic group on Lawrence’s cam
pus met on Tuesday to begin sorting
up the program for the year The
committee this year consists of
Spencer Johnson, chairman: \x>is
Hubin, treasurer; Chuck Koerble,
secretary; and R. S. Mitchell, fa
culty advisor.
Due to a noticeable decrease in
the appropriation alloted to the for
ensic activities, the committee *inds
it necessary to revise its entire
budget. Tentative plans were dis
cussed for having two exchange
speakers on this year’s chapel pro
gram. The subject of debate also
called forth much consideration.
Mr. Mitchell also presented i new
featurH1 that of having round ta
ble teams from other schools up for
chapel programs.
According
to
Johnson, the college can look for
ward to a program of activities in
the speech field that will be a
credit to its name.

By Charlotte Kafalk
“Jesus is perpetually modern and
1» the supreme teacher of all time,”
declared the Rev. Ira E. Schlagenhauf, Methodist minister of Apple
ton, at Convocation in Memorial
chapel Tuesday morning.
There are two classes of people
in the world today who neglect the
teachings of Jesus. One group is de
ceived by the appearance of rapid
progress and believe his teachings
out-moded. The other group does
not worship, but turns away simply
because it is not convenient to the
hurried life.
“Jesus is able to hold the same
place today in the minds of men as
he was given in the New Testa
ment." said Mr. Schlagenhauf," be
cause his ideas,
thoughts,
and
teachings are so thoroughly mo
dern.” The youth of today is pri
marily interested in life, which he
hopes to gain at maturity and so
he assumes a sophisticated role
Tl.us he is seeking life in a false
hue. He can find the life he seeks
in various pursuits. Jesus longed
for life and found it. Life seems to
be gone for the old and ahead for
the new, but in reality, one can
find the life he craves in his own
.surroundings.
The speaker said that modern
people of today are forever seek
ing the truth. We build laboratories,
museums, and libraries, in oraer to
search for the facts. W ith all our
illuminations of truth, we fail to
realize the futility of war, class hat
red, and race distinction. Yet Je 
sus sought truth and preached it.
"The Golden Rule of today." Mr
Schlagenhauf pointed out, “would
be the thing that would finally bet
ter this world.” Me must have a re
nunciation of ourselves to have the
things of greater value for which
we are all searching.
W illiam Hogue, vocalist for the
morning, sang “If With AH Our
Hearts" from Elijah by Mendelsohn
and l.a Vahn Maesch played the
organ prelude and postlude.

Lawrence Men’» Club
To Hear Louis Baker
Anti Bcrnie Hcselton
A program that w jll include a
discussion of the present European
situation, as well as a report on
I^awrence football prospects this
season, has been planned for the
meeting of the I^awrence Men’s
club Thursday night at the Copper
Kettle.
The main speaker will be Lou
is C. Baker, head of the modern
languages department, who will
speak on "The Present European
Situation.” Mr. Baker has traveled
in Europe extensively and has giv
en special study to the situation
there. He lectures frequently on
European current events.
Bcrnie Heselton, football coach, is
also on the program, and he is ex
pected to review the season’s pros
pects. Homecoming plans also will
be announced.
Fred Leech has been in charge of
arrangements for
the meeting.
Membership in the club is open to
all Lawrence men alumni.

T H E

ROYAL
CLEANERS

Admissions Officers
Leave on Vacations
R. M. Colburn, admissions officer,
and Mrs. Colburn left last Monday
on a vacation trip which will in 
clude some duck hunting.
C. E. Deakins, registrar, w ill be
gin his vacation October 9, while M.
C. Towner, assistant to the presi
dent, w ill begin his a few days later.

President Thomas N. Barrows became a concrete finisher for a time Monday down along the Fox river
bank where five new college tennis coarts are rapidly nearing completion.
In the above picture, he is wielding a brash over the newly poured concrete on one of the courts. Dur
ing his vacation in California last summer, he studied the surfacing of concrete tennis courts with Tom
Stow, his brother-in-law and coach of Donald Budge, world's foremost amateur tennis player, and is using
the Information as he directs the construction of th? college courts.

Start Pouring Concrete on Five New
Tennis Courts for Lawrence College
The pouring of concrete on the
five new tennis courts which Law
rence college is building along the
Fox river bank behind the campus
has started.
The courts, unique in this region,
will be ready for play late this fall.
They are laid on 6-inch cushions
of sand and constructed of 5-inch
concrete re-enforced by 85 pounds
of steel mesh.
A 3-feet retaining wall topped
by an 8-foot link wall fence, is be
ing constructed on the north side.
On the east and west sides of the
courts will be an 11-foot link wire
fence. On the river side, an 8-foot
board fence, painted green to make
a uniform background, topped by
an 8-foot link fence, will be erect
ed.
The wood fencc, besides present
ing a pleasing background, will
act as a break for wind off the riv 
er. It w ill be painted with white
lines so that players may use it in
practice. The ledge on the north
side of the courts, near the inter
section of S. Drew and E. S. Wat
er streets, will be landscaped.
East of the courts a women's

GRIST FURS
have taken the
"ice" out of servICE. Here the ap
proach is warm,
sincere, friendly,
and intent upon
being infinitely
helpful—

playfield w i l l
be constructed.
Farther down the river, near the
John street bridge, the college
plans to build more courts, hoping
to have at least a dozen along the
riverbank when the entire project
is completed.

Starts FRIDAY!

The Outstonding
Picture
of
Motion Picture's Greatest Year!

THEY WANTED LOVE...and found
it in th e Arms of the Same Man!

Greek Council to Help
Print Alumni Letters
Plans for the joint publication by
fraternities and the college of e
regular alum ni letter were adopted
by the Interfraternity council ot its
last meeting on Thursday, Septem
ber 30. Each fraternity will send
copies of the letter to its alumni.
The letters, which w ill be issued
six times a year, w ill consist of
mimeographed
pages
of college
news furnished by the college and
two pages of the individual fra
ternity’s news. The first letter will
be mailed in time to reach al <mni
a week before Homecoming.
F A N N IE

Gmeiner's
Candy
Shoppe
in the
Irving Zuelke Building

H U R S T 'S

T o u r

_ ers
„

Claude RAINS • Jeffrey LYNN • John GARFIELD
Frank McHUGH and the LANE

— PLUS —
JA CK OAKIE in
THE AFFAIRS
OF ANNABEL*

W HEN

SISTERSRoseraajt—-d.,
P riscilla, Lola..

-

CLEANED

TheZoric

OFFER
The New Autocrat
System of Dry Cleaning?
A try, will convince you!
PH O N E 2556
Free Call and Delivery

a »

231 E. College Are.
Phone 5308, Appleton, Wik«

When going to a party,
dance or game
CALL 333
CHECKER CAB CO.
1 to 5 passengers........... 25c

a
y remembering! New clothes retain
Here's aWfact worth
their shape because natural oils in the fabric keep the yam
elastic and live. Your clothes stay new when we clean them the
Z O R IC W A Y because the natural oils— the "life " of the fabric —
remain while the dirt comes out. That makes your clothes look be'ter
and last longer. You'll like our careful finishing and won't be haunted by
cleaning odors.

T R Y

U S !

u needA L aundry & Z oric C leaners
518 W . College Ave.

Phène 667
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Cadence Club Hears
Social Season Back
LaVahn Maesch Talk Steak Fries Prove to
On Music of Wagner
To Normal as Campus
Be Strain on Family Tie
L ife Is Acclimated
HE CRYSTAL BALL glistened merrily, and happy Lawrentians
spun dizzily as the initial plunge was made into the whirlpool of
another social season. Those aquatically inclined say that the water
was fine although the affair as a whole was far from drippy. The par«
ticipants floated calmly, trod swingily as the spirit moved them, emerg
ing only occasionally te wade out for the purpose of tanking up on cokes.
The merry mermaids were elad almost entirely in a new fashion—
brevity was the motif. Only a few reactionaries appeared in the style of
former occasions, and even they got along swimmingly.
Steak-Prtes Papular

T

Last week-end seemed te sr.ow a
preponderance of steak tries which
might well be reviewed at this
point. The Phi Delt outu g was held
at Scnmerein’s cottage on Lake
Winnebago.
About
twenty-five
couples arrived on the scene about
five o'clock on Sunday. October 2,
and proceeded to the business of
the evening, namely eating. They
partook of steaks, pickles, potato
chips and salad, and when they
could -iold no more, & tire was
built outside to make the singing
a little warmer.
The Dclts had a tradit.onal steakfry down river on Sunday, Octo
ber 2. A group of aboi<t forty got
themselves fittingly at’ ited to en
joy the evening.

Down River Enthusiasts

Mr». Barrows to Hold
Monthly Open House
Mrs. Thomas N. Barrows enter
tained Tuesday afternoon at her
first open house since last spring
at her home on S. Union street. She
will be hostess at a similar affair
on the first Tuesday of each month,
continuing the practice she began
last year.
is the alumni conselor for
the
chapter.
Sigma Alpha Iota pledged Mar
garet Docter and Dorothy Broeren on Sunday afternoon, October
2 in the studio of Dea'i Carl Wa
terman.
Thursday afternoon, September
twenty-ninth,
the
actives
and
¡»'edges of Sigma Alpha Iota went
down river for a weinie roast.
Starting the social reason, the
Alpha Chi Omegas have scheduled
b Big Sister tea to be held in the
tooms on nexl Sunday.
The Kappa Deltas haa their first
weekly get-together of pledges and
actives last Friday at the rooms.
From now on there’ll be refresh
ments and a bull session every
Friday afternoon.
Thursday, September 29. eleven
of the Kappa Alpha Thetas took
their little sisters to the River view
Country Club for dinner.

Also down-river, and on the same
day, were the Sig Ep* and their
steak-fry. An old race track was
the local*, but none of those pres
ent wore themselves cut running
around the track. Thirt* -three cou
ples amused themselves with food
laughter instead.
Saturday, October 8. is the date
set for several fraternity parties.
The Delta Sig’s are planning a
house-party for
Saturday
night
which will be chaperoned by J. W.
Rcbson ?nd Mrs. Robson and Mr.
Richard Cummings.
The Sig Ep pledge dance is to
take place on Saturday night at the
Open H siie For Pledge«
fraternity house. Mr. L W. Towle
On Thursday, September 29. the
and Mrs. Towle will act as chap Alpha Delta Pis pledged Dorothy
erones.
Neunabel of Chicago. Ann Pelton
Delta Ge Bollywood
of Appleton, and Bettv Lou Val
A theatre-party will iurnian en entine of Green Bay. After the
tertainment for Delts and
their game Saturday open house was
dates on Saturday night. October held at the sorority rooms in hon
8 Robert Dimberg and
Walter or of the new pledges.
Schmidt are making
the
plans
Kappa Delta pledged Kav Stien
which, oy the way. ird u d c re of Winnetka last Friday
freshments after the show.
Marion Richardson of
Racine
Under the social chairmanship of
pledged Alpha Chi Omega last
Bob Wilson, the Betas are plan Wednesday.
ning a house-party for Saturday
The Delta Gammas put their
night. October 8. Dancing
and
G irl Scout knowledge to a test last
punch will be the main attractions. Thursday when the actives enter
Phi Delta Theta group chose its tained the pledges at a steak fry.
officers on Monday night, October Elizabeth Holt was chairman, and
3 President is James Donahue; confidentially—it was oown river!
Vice-president,
Fred
Atkinson;
D. G. Pledge Officers
Richard Calkins. Treasurer; and
Officers of the new;y acquired
Harry Sherrin, Secretary.
D G. pledge class are Jean BenPhi Tans Pledge Two
nison. president; Franc's Ball. *ecTwo more names are to be ad
ded to the list of Phi Kappa Tau
pledges. Don Frieders of Apple
FI LMS
ton and Gilbert Hoffrran of W il
Developed with 2 prints
mette were pledged on Monday
of each negative for
night. October 3.
25c per roll
On Wednesday even-ng. October
3. the Dledges of Beta Thcta Pi
LENS PHOTOS
were honored at a dinner at the
Janesville, Wis.
Box 311
home of Mr. E. H. Jennings who

La Vahn K. Maesch, professor of
organ at the Lawrence Conserva
tory of Music, spoke on “Wagner,
The psychology of modern youth
the Man and His Music,’’ at a meet continues to be a source of amaze
ing of the Cadence club Monday ment to me. Now take ihe recently
afternoon at the conservatory. G iv innovated “steak fry" ’is a tempor
ing a resume of the composer’s life, al form of recreation. What do
he said that many of Wagner’s un you do? You dress in multiple
desirable actions were due to his sweaters and sit for an hour while
very Irresponsible character.
the boys decide whether they’re
Mr. Maesch went on to explain really coming after you or not
Wagner's position technically, and|(something else I never could un
showed how composers during the derstand). Then they pile you in
romantic period had to put more of sixteen strong in one small ‘‘plea*
their personality into their music sure car” and drive y x i out into
than those of the classical period. some recently reclaimed wild game
He said that the forms in music refuge and throw you to the mosmerely reflect the demands of the
time.
After discussing some of Wag
ner’s various musical theories, Mr.
Maesch read criticisms made by
his contemporaries when they first
heard his works produced. He
closed by suggesting things to look
for during the coming months,
when the club will devote its study Dear Mom:
to Wagner.
Well, rushing is over, and the
dead and wounded have been
Former Laicrentian
dragged from the field. Mom, what
have these girls got that I haven't
W ill Wed Physician got?
Do you think a pillow would
Announcement has been made of help or would that be too obvious?
the engagement of Miss Betty Sa- Ah, well-a-day, as Bill Shakespeare
cia, graduate of Lawrence college, would say. (That’s what an educa
to Dr. George H. Wegmann. son of tion does for you.) Saturday was a
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Wegmann, big day for Ormsby—two gals left
Oshkosh.
Since her graduation in the dorm and one was me. It was
from Lawrence college, where she pretty funny, with Grade calling
became affiliated with Kappa A l up Brokaw and the Sig Ep house
pha Theta sorority. Miss Sacia has for last minute dates for her little
been on the staff of Milwaukee- charge. She should've just passed
Downer seminary.
She is the on some of those she turned down
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy —that would have kept about five
Sacia. Galesville, Wis. Dr. Weg- of the gals busy. By the way, Mom,
man was graduated from the UnN you oughta sec Ormsby steps all
versity of Wisconsin medical school. day. every day. There are a couple
of guys that sit on them, watching
retary; and Betty Ann
Thurer, the girls go by—we call them the
Ormsby Oglers. That's all for to
treasurer.
day. You'd better send my winter
The Zeta Tau Alphas enjoyed a
underwear—I need it for the steak
hot chocolate party after the game
frys.
Saturday. Ramona Roehi was in
Love.
charge of the arrangements.
Homesick but Happy
Newly elected pledg? officers, of
Kappa Alpha Theta f>re Beverly
Humleker, president; Dorothy Ann where he was a member of Phi
King.
vice-president.
Blanche Chi, national medical fraternity.
Quincannon. secretary; and Sue The wedding will take place Octo
Duncan, treasurer.
ber 15 in Milwaukee.

Homesick G a l
Gives Mom the
F ac ts of Life

quitoes. That old story about a
man biting a dog takas on a new
angle when you stage a race to
the finish between you with a
piece of steak plus the mosquitoes
and the mosquitoes with you and
a steak both. So help me, 1 got
the steak and the mosquitoes got
me — I look like an epidemic.
After you do get there you stand
in a line (hangover fr >m the late
depression) and fight your way up
to the finish to discover that you
arrived three people rio late for
potato salad, and the large piece
of steak that you chose with such
care and forethought really was
that size because even a knife
couldn't penetrate the armour You
wash down the last crumbs of
potato chip and salt with draughts
of pale green water — pumped
out of the lake through the sub
strata (the hard way). And then
you sit on a much begrudged corn
er of someone else’s b:anket and
mutter words through vour vibrat
ing teeth and try to keep your
mind off the possibility*; of whe
ther your legs are onlv asleep, or
whether they really are frozen just
as you thought they w ire all the
time. You sit on the rv.1eline5 and
watch those fortunate individuals
who are close enough to the fire
aevour the charred remains of goo
and hear the grit in <heir teeth.
And then, finally, someone resur
rects you from your state and
clumps you at your door, more
dead than alive, and mutters some
thing about “good” night.
The point I'm trying to make is
this. Why did Edison go to all
that trouble if we're ?<.ing to use
fire light anyway? Why the radio
if youth really prefer« its own
vocal efforts? Why do they pre
fer the lopsided diet (decidedly
lacking in vitamins *rd. oh the
calories) that Betty Crocker ana
her ilk have been trv-ng to im 
prove for years? Our r.reat-grandiathers didn’t eat grizzly bear meat
because they liked it! Why, why.
why? Unless it’s because steak
frys are fun (shall I say because
of, or in spite of the foregoing?)
And did you see the moon?
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FOUNTAIN SPECIAL

MALTED
WHIP
LARGE 24 OZ. G LASS
O NLY

...................

Even the Finest Fountain Pen
P e rfo r m s F a r B e tte r

ioc

When Filled with this Modern Ink . . . A Marvelous Creation!
Created by Parker to guard pens from
pen-clogging inks . . . Ends 69% of the
fountain pen troubles

New— delicious— thicker— golden smooth— all
flavors— and a large giant 24 oz. glass only 10c.
It is mixed and tastes like the original malted
milk— only it is Bigger and More Delicious.
TRY ONE TODAY!

V o ig t * s

D r u g

S t o r e
i ì *

There is not— and never hat been— any other pen
designed to handle all kinds of inks— good and bad
— as well as the revolutionary Parker Vacumatic.
One reason is that this m odem invention has no
rubber ink sac, no lever filler, no piston pum p. I t
is filled by a simple diaphragm, sealed in the top,
where ink can never touch or decompose its
working parts.
And its patented Television barrel lets you SE E
the level of ink at all time»—-see when to refill.
This pedigreed Beauty o f laminated Pearl and
Je t is everywhere acknowledged to be the grandest
pen ever created. Y e t even th is G u a ra n te e d
M e c han ically Perfect pen c a n be plugged up by
the grit and gum in ordinary writing inks.
Hence to guard the celebrated Parker Pens from
pen-clogging inks, Parker experts developed this
utterly new kind of writing ink— called Q u in * —
an ink that actually cleanses any pen as it writes.
This is done by a secret ingredient, wholly
harmless. I t dissolves the gum and other trouble
some particles left in your pen by ordinary inks. I t
makes your pen a self-cleaner—cleans as it writes.
Parker Q u irilf is full bodied, rich, and brilliant.

Never watery or gum m y. A nd it dries on P A P E R
31% quicker than average, due to stepped-up
penetration. Y et Q u in * costs no more than ordi
nary inks— small bottles, 15c and 25c.
I f you use an ordinary pen, you need Q u in *
even m o re t h a n does a P a rk e r P e n o w ner to
keep it in writing condition. I f you use a Parker
Pen, you'll be thrilled and surprised by the way it
performs when filled w ith Q u in k . For until we
created Q u in * and the Parker Vacumatic Pen,
there never was a really scientific writing com
bination.
Those who can afford the best will not rest until
they have them both. The Parker Pen Com pany,
Janesville, Wis.
^

larker

Q u ink
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Enrolment
Situation Needs
Student Action
F WE WERE to be completely pessi
mistic, there could be much wailing
and gnashing of teeth over the apparently
alarming decrease in enrolment figures
for this year as shown by the registrar’s
report. Or if, ostrich-like, we duck our
heads in the sand and content ourselves
with the explanation that it is all attrib
utable to our higher standards and re
quirements or to the recession, we could
bask in the sun, confident that next year
will see an overwhelming number of
prospective students desiring admission.
Either of these is an easy course to
take, but, as in most problems, there is a
middle path which more closely ap
proaches the truth. It is true that there
has been a decrease this year of some
thing like six per cent in the college en
rolment. At the same time it is also true
that a considerable number of applicants
were rejected because their qualifications
did not come up to the requirements of
Lawrence. Some contend that the raise in
tuition has caused this dccline. To an in
determinate extent this is undoubtedly
true. In the past years a raise in tui
tion has always resulted in an alarm
ing decrease in the next year, but a heart
ening increase the succeeding years has
followed. An encouraging sign this year is
a letter to Mr. Barrows from former
president H. M. Wriston, in which he
states that this year’s decline is not nearly
as great as the one which followed a tui
tion raise of only twenty-five dollars
some years ago.
It now becomes our problem as much
as that of the admissions officials. The ap
plication of high standards and conse
quent rejection of many applicants should
result in a minimum of students leaving
rollege because of failure to attain pass
ing grades, and a corresponding decrease
in the mortality rate of students. But a
considerably larger number of properly
qualified students could easily be accom
modated this year with the present col
lege facilities without trouble.

'Emotional Appeal
Of Nazi Movement
Is Tremendous'

I

'W ho is the College?'
It is pertinent now to raise the old
question of “Who is the college?” It does
not require an unusual degree of insight
to realize that students, as well as the ad
ministration and everyone connected
with the college, are affected to some ex
tent by either a drop or raise in enrol
ment. Fraternities and sororities welcome
a large, exceptional class from which to
select their pledges. A large enrolment
means a greater demand for additional
courses, with consequent hiring of new
professors and the offering of a wider
variety of courses. And. of course, with
the additional income from a large en
rolment, more emphasis can be placed on
the maintenance and modernization of
college equipment. There are untold ad
vantages to be gained from an enrolment
of the proper size, most of which arc ul
timately felt by students themselves.
Fraternities and sororities have al
ready done much to aid enrolment
through their summer rushing programs.
But much more remains to be done. Busi
ness men recognize that there is no better
advertising than a satisfied customer, and
one large automobile firm uses as its slo
gan, “Ask the man who owns one.” There
is no reason why we should wait to be
asked about Lawrence when a few words
of recommendation dropped here and
there would prove of inestimable value
in strengthening enrolment.

% The following is an excerpt from a
letter received by P hil DuPlain, Law 
rence freshman, from his brother in
central Europe. Mr. DuPlain is a grad
uate of Stanford university with a
major in journalism, and he is now
touring Europe.

"My favorite is the guy who rings the gong."

Cam pus Opinion Divided
On European Situation
Views of Students
Reveal Wide Variety
Opinion
of Lawrence undergraduates
ranged all the way from jubilation over the
peaceful settlement of the Czech problem to
dark predictions for the future. Said Jean
Doerr. senior, “The promises made between
the countries involved in the late European
crisis are fantastic. It is hard to believe that
countries that have been at each others’
throats for so long could come out of a peace
parley with clasped hands. However, I ’m
glad that a peaceful agreement was reached.”
“Hitler is plenty clever, and if the op
portunity presents itself to acquire more
land under the guise of relieving a sup
pressed people, he w ill take advantage
of it,’’ said Lei Larson, junior. “He would
like to have all Germans united and
w ill probably not change his policy un
til someone calls his bluff.”
Jack Crawford, senior, believes, “Germany
is not content to have Czechoslovakia alone.
Therefore she w ill probably try to annex
the Ukraine, which has an abundance of
wheat necessary to Hitler’s plan of self-suf
ficiency.”
his power south and east through Europe.
However, he cannot make these nations a
part of Germany, for that is incompatible
with his doctrine of pure race,” Selden Spen
cer, junior, explained. Therefore, he must
merely control the governments of these na
tions. Eventually, unless he attempts a war
soon—which he will not unless forced—he
will find his power diffused and uncontroll
able. Let him spill the m ilk of his power
south and east as he wished, and it will be
come too thin to use.”
Said Karl Cast, senior. “Chamberlain
should be commended for his courageous
leadership, for through his moves Europe
has succeeded, momentarily, in averting
a great war and may have established a
foundation upon which can be built a
lasting peace.”
“Hitler will, I think, continue to spread
Opined Judson Rosebush, senior, “from
what people tell me it seems: first, that H it
ler will break his word regarding future
Czechoslovakian inviolability as he has
broken his word regarding the Socialist pro
gram upon which he was first elected to
power; second, that he will continue his pol
icy of aggression as outlined by him unless
he is forcibly opposed by a group that can
successfully defeat him; third, that in the
event of a world war in pursuit of such
aims by anti-Hitler powers, the United
States will become involved.”
Said John Donovan, senior, “Gosh!"

Quotoble Quotes
96 Percent Support
At Whot Cost?
Judging from last Saturday's event,
Viking fans seem to have taken up the
torch and responded en masse to our plea
for student pep. The band virtually out
did itself and bids fair to set precedent
when it appears in maneuvers at Home
coming.
It looked to us as if Coach Heselton
received the 96 per cent support for
which he pleaded so melodramatically
last Friday. But Mr. Heselton will have
to realize that athletic participation in
rollege is under different conditions from
those in a high school where football is

ThurttUy, Octotor 6, I t ) #
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“A party in a democracy, as I see it,
is something you take or leave as it agrees
or disagrees with what you believe. The
problems of today are not to be settled
with slogans and the methods of ten years
ago. Political parties will have to develop
new plans and new programs.” Dr. H. W.
Dodds, Princeton University president,
urges collegians to “guard against blind
loyalty” to any party.
god and the coach his archangel. In a lib
eral arts college a student should have the
privilege of dropping an extra-curricular
activity (even if he is carrying less than
19 hours) without incurring his public
crucifixion in convocation.

•

Faculty Members Find
Circumstances Gloomy

The birds sang merrily in the trees, the
crowds cheered Chamberlain and Hitler, but
there was no joy in Mudville. Lawrence fac
ulty members gloomily forecast trouble in
Central Europe. M. M. Bober, professor of
economics and business, told a Lawrentian
reporter that if the sacrifice of Czechoslo
vakia would mean permanent peace in E ur
ope he might approve of the Munich settle
ment which gave Sudetenland to Germany.
“But if it is only a temporary peace, then
the crippling of the little republic is a trag
edy. I fear that the latter is true, namely a
temporary peace, because there is no such
thing as appeasing dictators.
“Last week's experience has broken
down all faith in international agree
ments, treaties, and friendships, and has
enthroned the rule of force more than
ever. The danger is that Hitler will in
time gain domination over Hungary
and Rumania. Then he w ill be ready for
a war with Russia, which may be the
beginning of a European conflagration.
Chamberlain's policy of appeasement, I
fear, merely serves to strengthen the
arm of the dictators for a war of de
vastation in the future.”
“If one believes in absolute pacifism, as I
do,” said Mis« Dorothy Bethnrum, professor
of English, “then the four power pact was
the best solution. If one does not, then this
was the time to stop Hitler. I have no faith
that this is the last we w ill hear from him.
If England and France are committed to
pacifism they made a wise move. . . . Noth
ing is worse than war. In the ultimate we
would be better off if we never went to war
for any cause whatever.”
To L. W. Towle, associate professor of
economics, the prospect of peace was like
wise gloomy. “Chamberlain has attained
peace, at some cost, however. How successful
he w ill be in achieving lasting peace remains
to be seen. I personally do not believe Hitler
is through in Europe. He will make an at
tempt to dominate Hungary and Rumania.
Czechoslovakia will probably become sub
servient, economically at least, and political
ly indirectly. I would rather not have seen
such large concessions made but if there
should be permanent peace as a result of this
it w ill be well worth it.”
"The Munich conference which settled the
difficulties in Czechoslovakia seems to be
the beginning of a new era in European
politics,” believes Louis C. Baker, professor
of modern languages. “It viewed the situa
tion realistically and chose to begin seri
ously to correct some of the dangerous er
rors of Versailles, which have threatened the
tranquility of Europe for nearly twenty
years.”
“The promise of cooperation on the
part of the four great powers and their
hope that in the future continental wars ,
can be avoided strikes one as fine but in
view of past performance as too san
guine,” he continued.
W. A. McConagha, professor of economics,
returned to the pessimistic view of his col
leagues in the economics department. “The
Nazi regime, because of its composition and
the nature of its leadership, is inherently in
capable of becoming other than it is. or do
ing differently than it has done. The hope of
peace is an illusion, and the sacrifice of
Czechoslovakia is without significant com
pensation.” he says. “It gains a respite, the
price of which is greater tribulation to come.
A different foreign policy on the part of
Great Britain and France might have saved

September 14 or IS
As soon as one hits Germany, the
electric feel of it all takes hold. The
nation and its people are friendly and
courteous, but everything is business.
Military uniforms are everywhere, the
swastika on soldier’s arm bands, on
civilian’s coat lapels, in store windows,
and splashed about on innumerable
flags. You see Hitler’s picture all about
you, and Goering’s just about as often.
And you’ve heard that people don’t
say “hello”; they raise their hand and
say “Heil Hitler”. On certain occasions
this phrase is repeated dramatically,
but generally as a casual “hello” or
“goodbye”. A world of meaning, tho,
it typifies the new morale of this coun
try.
Berlin is a remarkable city—the
third largest in the world and sprawl
ing endlessly like London. We took an
inexpensive “rubber-neck” tour to find
the important sights and have since
been re-exploring. We have visited
the principal streets, the museums,
the state or Reich buildings, the O lym 
pic grounds of 1936, now the Reich
sports field—a terrific place— nucleus
of Hitler's outdoor and health move
ment—the parks, etc.

The night we walked Into our lit
tle hotel. Hitler's voice—vital and
dramatic—was coining in over the
radio from Nuremberg. Recall the
speech that the whole world waited
for so tensely. It didn’t turn out to
be as threatening as It might have,
but it called for a satisfactory ad
justment t f the Sudeten question in
no uncertain terms. I have already
talked to several English-speaking
Germans and they are fervent and
logical in defense of Der Fuehrer’s
every move. The Versailles treaty
was wretched and I think It would
be just for Germany U absorb 31
million Germans of Ctechoslovakla.
If only Hitler could be counted on to
be sane after such a concession aa
this—that Is, If this would satisfy
him.
Germany is certainly armed to the
teeth. The borders are air-tight. From
the train in north Germany, we saw a
huge air base (one of many) with a
great array of the most modern fight
ing planes. And one can stand on the
Unter den Linden <Berlin’s main drag)
and watch large numbers of troops
march by almost hourly. I was stand
ing on the Wilhelmstrasse between
Gocring’s gigantic new air ministry
headquarters and Hitler's Berlin resi
dence and watched about two blocks
of soldiers march by all singing “Hail
Deutschland” or whatever that nation
al song is. The emotional appeal of
this Nazi movement is tremendous.
And yet Hitler says he doesn't want
war, and maybe he doesn’t. War would
wreck his national reconstruction, but
he wants too much in a hurry without
war.
I walked all around the Reichstag
this afternoon. That's the German Con
gress, you know—a huge building
Italian Renaissance style—scene of the
1934 fire supposedly perpetrated by
the Nazis in their rise to power—but
very nicely covered up. I also took the
under-ground out to the Berlin aero
drome—it was simply vast. Great
planes were continually arriving and
leaving. I saw a Danish air-liner—30
passengers—take off and it was sleek
power if I ever saw it.
We had dinner the other night at
Heidelburger in Berlin's famous Winter-Garden—quite a spot. I ’ll try and
send you the menu. The German beer
is all that it is cracked up to be.
Choice.
the day. Since both of these governments by
their recent conduct declared an unw illing
ness to interfere with Nazi expansion eastward, Russia remains as Herr Hitler's only
remaining obstacle. Events in Europe are
bound to move with a quick tempo. Thifc
clash is not far away.”
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Vike Gridders Invade Carleton Saturday
Heselton Fears
Let-Down After
Upset Over Coe

I Editor

Vikes Victors in First Midwest Battle

Delts and Phis
Win First Tilts
In Greek League

Carls Have W on Eight Out
O f Ten Games W ith
Lawrence

Sig

W ith a victory over the tough
Coe team safely under their belts.
Coach Bernie Heselton’s 1938 Vikw ill travel
North f i e l d ,
this weekto
tangle
with
Carl e t o n
college gridders.
Carleton’s
style
of play is reportto be very
much the same
as the same playat Lawrence.
George
Gibson,
Carle-on mentor,
and H e s e l t o n
tseseuon
both
graduated
from the U. of Minnesota and learn
ed their football within four years
of cach other. The problem for the
Vikes will be to get keyed up for
this game, as a let-down after the
close win over Coe is a possibil
ity. No one was serio'.tly injured
in the Coe game, which leaves
Lawrence's squad of 2* men still
intact.
Aithouch definitely pleased with
the work of each of h*s men. the
Viking mentor jotted duwn plenty

Interfraternity touch footbaii season opened Tuesday with the Delts
victors over the Betas and the Phi
Delts winning from the Delta 3igs.
The Phi Tau—Sig Ep game was
postponed till Friday.
The Betas and Delts played a
tough, close game which in th* end
was decided by the breaks. Both
teams showed mid-season
form
with but few moments of weakness.
The Betas came up from b«hind
with a pass from Bayley to Wi'son
in the last few minutes to lead 2825. A long pass from Jackson to
"Red” Hurst on the following ‘uckoff play put the Delts back on the
winning end of the 31-28 score with
50 seconds left to go. Hurst was high
scorer for the Delts, scoring on three
of "Spit” Jackson’s passes. Davis and
Faleide were each good for a touch«

Score» to be Posted
The Lawrentian w ill post score*
of the Carleton-Lawrenee foot
ball g a m e S a tu rd a y in the door of
the office as frequently as reports
are obtained from
Northfield,
Minn.
ot mistakes that he hopes t<- iron
out during the four days allowed
for practice before having for
Hudson on Friday. Last weeks con
test was strictly a game of teams
which practically obliterated any
rtars, but special praise goes to Le
Roy Lubcnow of Shetcygan who
played 3ixty minutes of smart foot
ball, filling in for Bodit'y at tackle
after only ten days of practice.
I.ast year Carleton won from the
Vikings by a score of 13 to 6 in a
very close game, probably lawrence's best. Carleton has won eight
rut of the ten games played be
tween the two schools.
Probable starting lineup:
I<awrence:
Ny strom
LE
Jones
LT
Sc i bo Id
LG
Garvey
C
Hatten
RG
Lubenow
RT
Crawford
RE
Maertzweiler
QB
Novak ofski
LHB
Buesing
RHB
Kaemmer
FB

Coach Heselton Talks
At SOTAL Banquet

Coe college of Cedar Rapid* met its second straight defeat of the season at the hand* of Lawrence
college last Saturday. Here K<n Buesing (No. 10) is coming through the line, but it doesn't look as if he
were going to go much farther. No. 16 Is Obbie Navakofski, while underneath the pile at the right is the
’Mug” Maertsweiler.

Sig

Ept* and Beta»» Fill*
¡«li Second and
Third

, Tau*.

Phi Delta Theta jumped off to
an early lead in the Interfraternity
supremacy race as dob Noonan
and Johnny Wood conquered oth
er Greek golfers with a combined
total of 172 strokes. The Sig Epc.
represented by Bill Masterson. and
Jim Whitford, stroked their way
into second place with a 184 card.
Karl Kolb and Art Sciiade. Beta's
exponents of the Scotch pastime,
eked out a close victory over the
Delta Tau Delta to cop ‘hird place.
Their score was 195. while Harry
Jackson and Norm Faleide lost out

Noonan Shoots 79
Bob Noonan blazed
his
way
tnrough the difficult Buttes des
Morts golf course to tä te low me
dal honors with a 79. He turned in
a 39 on the way out, and a 40 com
ing in. Karl Kolb. Beta w u sec|end low with a 90. while Master|son of the Sigmas carded a 91,
The plaque for the golf cham
pionship will be placed in the Phi
Delt house, when it arrives. Ih e
supremacy cup scoring to date:
Phi Delta Theta
100
Sigma Phi Epsilon
50
Peta Theta Pi
25
Delta Tau Delta
0
Phi Kappa Tau
•
Delta Sigma Tau
0

A New
Fabric
Styled
the
College
W ay

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

222 East College Avenue
The Some Building os
Your East End Postal Sub-Station
GLADLY DELIVERED TO YOUR RESIDENTIAL UNIT

You'll like these newer,
college

Next to Snider'«

covert

The

fabric

is new, the style decided
ly different,
nearly

ASNW
YKRT
CANN
YO
OW
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AN
n i l hoohhets the Aniwen to these
<iW stores o f other Qmetlitnu:

1. Ohio has 24 electoral votes.

(True or Foist?)

KOCH
PHOTO
SHOP

styled

cloth suits.

2. The area of Kansas is twice
(flat of Kentucky. (True ot
False’)
3. President McKinley was as
sassinated in 1902. (True or
Folse?)
4. Shanghai is the Capital of
China. (r rue or Folse?)
Over 1000 useful facts including
Postal Rules; U. S. Presidents;
Population of principal Cities
and Countries; Facts about the
Earth and Planets;
etc.,etc.
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THIS FRCB BOOK
HAS THE AN SW E R S

You can see a few in our

11 lutnian ’> 144 ■

I a t -Pocket

ANSWER BOOK
Thousand-Fact Reference and
DAILY
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plain,

smart.
They are the
hit of the moment.

Get Your

at

Turn to Page 8

Covert Cloth Suits

window

Kodak
Supplies

Ep-Phi Tau Game
Is Postponed to
Friday

by a single stroke and finished out

icf the money, or rather, scoring.
Phi Delts Cop
|The Delta Sig*. Zwicker and Cush
man. carded 235; while Spangle
Greek Golf Race I and
Lange totalled 227 for the Fhi

Bernie Heselton spoke Tuesday
evening on “Our Boys” at a ban
quet given by the citizens of Apple
ton for members of the Sons ot the
American Legion drum and bugle
corps. This corps recently won first
place at the state convention.
John Goodland, mayor of Apple
ton was also a speaker on the pro
gram along with a magician who
was imported for the occasion.

231 E. Collere Ave. Phone 366
in-chief
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MEMO-DI ARY

display.

We'll

gladly show you the oth
ers. Try them on if you
wish.

TYROLEANS are the most
favored hat of the college fel
low. They “go” splendidly
with the new covert suits, we
have a great variety
of.
shades
and
fabrics,
the
rough finished ones are espe
cially smart.

w ith purchase o f a b o ttle o f
Parker Q uink a t 15c or 25c

—the Amoving New Hunting Ink Then Ends Pen-Clogging

Now! Accept this offer!
Made solely to inducc
youtotryParkcrQum*
—the new miracle writingink that makes any
pen a self-cleaner.
Q uin* dissolves de
posits left in a pen by
ordinary ink* — ends
clogging. Always rich,
brilliant — never wa-

tcry. Get Q ui'm* and
Free Answer Book today at any store selling
ink. Offer good only in
U. S. A
/\

'P a r k e r w

Q n in k
Mmd4 6» Tkt firkrr Ptn Co.

Thiede Good Clothes

Fnge Six

THE

Dells, Phi Delta Win
First Grid Contests

Vikes lipset Coe
In First Midwest
Conference Tilt
Crawford Scores TouchDown on Pass From
Bueiing
Lawrence gridders brought the
Midwest conference
supremacy
just one step closer to horn* last
Saturday afternoon bv upsetting
Coe Coliege of Cedir Rapids.
Iowa. 6-2.
The iilt was one te be long ren embered and was packed with
thrills and chills as the two teams
marched up and down the field
Both teams exhibited a good brand
oí clcan but harJ played bait

Lawrence Drive fails

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

If you feel like going on a wild goose chase, coroe on out to
Whiting Field and look for 104 pounds of Lawrence football
players. Somewhere on the field last Saturday the V ik a lost
this poundage Only 13 men were used, and no one lost less
than five pounds. Dick Garvey dropped IS pounds to top the list,
while Vince Jones shrunk from 204 to a mere 274.
The only real injury was to Charles Pond, linesman, who be
came tangled with Garvey on an out of bounds play. He received
a deep seven-inch gash on his leg. Twelve stitches.
Rollie Baraum, one of the officials last Saturday, once was a
four-letter man at Wisconsin. He earned T i " in football, bas
ketball. hMf tfflU and crew.
BeM t Is
to leek like the im m te beat la the M id
west Conference. They really took the Carls into camp last
Friday under the lights down at Beloit.
We thought we had a big freshman squad this year with over
40 candidates, but down at Coe they have 55 freshmen out for the
team. It looks as if the calibre of football players in the Midwest
conference is on the up grade.
With the Lawrentian coming out on Thursdsy the way it does,
it’s hard to get any news that’s really new about the past week’s
game, co we’ve turned statisticians and have a little dope that
no one else has collected, we hope.
Yards Gained front Scrimmage
Tries
Total Yardage Average

On the first play of th.' game No
vakofski covered 20 yards, only to
be called back becaus* of backNovakofski
25
71
S.
field in motion. The nest Vike
Kaemmer
4
1
.25
drive started when Obhie returned
Buesing
7
13
2.
c. punt to the Coe 37. With a lateral
36
85
i rom Buesing to Garyy, followed
The boys slipped a little frotn last week. Against Northwestern
by a plunge by Kaemmer. the ball
Obbie averaged 10 yards per try, Buesing 6, and Kaemmer 5.
came to rest on the Coe 27. Coe
Returns of Punts and Kickoffs
Returns
Yardage
Average
intercepted a pass and a series of
Novakofski
5
37
7
punt exchanges and lin ; pla>s fol
Buesing
1
12
12
lowed. all in Coe tern'ory.
Novakofski signaled for a free
6
49
Pantin;:
catch on the Coe 48 anil thus start
No. of Punts
Total Yd*.
Average
ed a Lawrence drive to the Coe 6.
Novakufski
10
334
33
where the ball was lost on downs.
Passing :
Garvey paved the way for the
Pautes
Complete
Incomplete Intercepted
Vike touchdown by intercepting a
Novakofski
4
1
3
0
Coe pass on the Coe 47. Buesing
Buesing
4
1
1
2
uncorked a long pass to Crawford,
who ran the remaining distance un 
8
2
4
2
molested. The pass was the acme
The passing was a little better this week. Last week we comof pcrfcction, and the crowd went
pletcd none in six tries. Scoring for the season now stands:
wild. The half ended
with the
G
T
Pat
Fg
Tp
score standing 6-0.
Novakofski
2
3
0
0
IS
Vikes Hold That Line
Kaemmer
2
2
0
0
12
The 'jutstanding event o( the
Crawford
2
1
2
0
S
game was the Viking stand on their
Buesing
0
2
1
0
fi
own goal in the third quarter Coe
1
0
1
0
1
Everett
lecovered a fumble on its own 7.
For 4 downs the determined Vikes
3
7
0
45
icfused to allow Coe t score.
Something new tried this week was counting the number of
Upon
receiving the
ball on
tackles. In each case we tried te pick the man mainly re
downs, the Vikes lined up in punt
sponsible for bringing the runner down. Results: Jones 0,
formation. The ball was centered
Garvey 7, Crawford 7, Maertsweiler 7, Galke 5, Lubenew 4,
and Obbie calmly walked out of
Buesing 4, Hatten 4. Siebold 3. Kaemmer 3, Nystrom 2.
the end zone, giving Coe a safety
Well I guess we can’t hope to gather these statistics at Carleton
of 2 points. The ball was then
and make the season complete, for that’s too far up in the north
ern woods. It would be nice if someone could travel up there,
kicked off from the 20.
though, and support the team. It's likely to be a close game
For the remainder of the half
again this year.
the boys in blue playel heads up
defensive ball, the R3ine ending
8-2.
type of play makes the game more
The Vikes played gooi ball from Detroit Grid Squad
interesting for the spectators.
end to end for the whole 60 m in
Uses New Formation But before each play is begun by
utes with exceptional playing in
every position.
Outstanding was
Something new in football for Detroit's opponents, the Titans w ill
I.ubenow a new recruit with only |mations is promised University of huddle to determine which de
t week’s practice. Guaids. tackles,
Detroit football fans this fall with fensive formation to use, a sty)* of
ends, and ccnter showel fignt and
fast charging, with the backs hold the announcement of Coach Gus play little used on U. S. college
ing up their share wit.i brilliance. Dorais that the huddle has been gridirons.
Captain Norris Stars
abandoned for offensive plays and
Outstanding for Coe were Norris called into being
A ‘ no game" was ruled in the
for
defensive
at center, Cisler at half Smith at
University of Illinois-University of
piays.
guard, and Martin at eno
Dorais’ quarterbacks will call sig Chicago contest in 1894 w itnin 21
The Vikes showed a gieat deal of
improvement since the Northwest nals in the good old-fashioned way minutes of the end of the game
ern game, and if they continuo to when his eleven is in possession of because Illinois substituted its coach
progress equally as well in the next tthe ball, for Gus believes thal this for a regular player.
few weeks, we can well expert to
be the Midwest champs of *3d.
The lineups:
la w r m r r
(o f
Martin
Njrstrom
t.R
Jone ■
Lein»
LT
Seit»..Id
Roughton
LO
Garve>
Norris
C
Hatten
KG
Sm ith
RT
Slapetis
Leut>enow
Crawford
RC
Prash
M aertrw eilet
Saccaro
9
l.H
Novakofski
Cisler
RH
Wooster
Ruosin*
Kaemm er
r
Klch
Lawrence sulvvtitutioni. W eidm an, CJalko. Cor substitution*--Marshall, Dunlap,
Patterson. Carney.
OfTieials—Harnum (W isconsinl, refer«*«*:
E rd lit; <Oshkosh i, um pire; Daring I Be
loit i. head linesman.
Score at h alf—Lawrence B, Coe 0.

TYPEWRITER THAT
WEIGHS 8 LBS. 15 OZ.
THE

z s e ii: . .
$29.75 —sensational low price for
a full-fledged CORONA portable.
Has standard keyboard, 84 char
acter»—“Swinging Shift”... packs
away in a brief case.

E. W . SHANNON
3— E. College Ave.

Tel. 8a
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Delta Tau Delta vs. Phi Delta Theta
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Delta Sigma
Tau
Phi Kappa Tau vs. Beta Theta Pi

October 7
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Phi Kappa
Tau

Octboer 11

Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Beta Theta Pi
Delta Tau Delta vs. Delta Sigma Tau
Phi Kappa Tau vs. Phi Delta Theta

October 13
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Delta ’""au
Delta
Phi Kappa Tau vs. Delta Sigma Tau
Phi Delta Theta vs. Beta Theta Pi

October IS

Ludwin to Speak
At Convocation
Foreign Traveler Has Ex
tensive Knowledge of
World Politics
Dr. Leonard Ludwin, a Viennese
by birth, an American citizen by
choice, will give an address in
Memorial chapel, Tuesday, October
11, There is hardly a nation he
doesn’t know well, as he has trav
elled continually since early child
hood.
As the last foreigner to visit the
Republic of Outer Mongolia, im
portant in the affairs of Japan, Chi
na, and Russia, he can speak with
authority on its history, customs,
and importance in world policies.
Dr. Ludwin flew his own plane
over the vast South American con
tinent to survey the topography for
air lines. From this intimate con
tact with the people he gained
much information. He is a fer
vent believer in democracy and has
a keen interest in world political
problem which he interprets clear
ly and brilliantly from his fund of
knowledge.
The speaker has fluent command
of twelve languages, and has de
grees from Austrian, Swiss and
French universities. His scholarly
background and broad experience
bring enthusiastic response from
his American audiences.
/ nalysls of Situation
“Europe:
Five
Minutes
to
Twelve,” will be the subject of his
talk in convocation. When the
clouds of war hang over Europe,
this fearful world pauses momen
tarily on the brink of disaster, an
intelligent analysis of the situation
by a well-informed speaker like
Dr. Ludwin should be of vital in
terest.

Commerce (»roup Names
Homecoming Committee

Beta Theta Pi vs. Delta Sigma Tau
A committee composed of William
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Phi Delta E. Schubert, William J. Roemer,
Theta
and John R. R i'dl has been named
Delta Tau Delta vs. Phi Kappa Tau from the Appleton Chamber of
All games are called for 4 o'clock. Commerce to co-operate with Law*

rence college in the annual home
Football pools net their promoters coming October 22.
about $10,000,000 annually. They
Carroll college will bring its
snare about 2.000,000 customers a football team here for a game with
week.
the Vikings on that day.

STARTJ

SATURDAY

FOR 4-D AY S

Your watch, books, fountain pen,
jacket, girP

WANTED?
•VO

Books, old quiz papers,
a honey7

**10HNBAR

Pocket book, Love?

GEORGI W Ä
s

MANO New

RONA

down too. Wilson led the scoring for
the Beta& catching two high ones
over the goal from Murphy and
Bayley. Schade and Murphy scored
a touchdown apiece on passes from
Ed. Bayley. The Betas connected on
all
their
point-aftar-toucbdown
plays, but failed once in a pinch to
put the ball over from the oneyard line. The Dolts played a cod
game and took fu ll advantage of
the several breaks which came tneir
way.
rh l Delta W in Cloae One
The Phi Delts took an early lead
over the Delta Sigs but were loreed to score again in the closing min
utes of the game in order to nose
out the Delta Sigs 25-19. Pete MacRae and John Schmerein looked
good for the Phi Delts. scoring a
touchdown apiece as well as hand
ling all the passing. Miller also
scored a touchdown for the Phi’s
and ¡three straight connections from
Schmerein to Calhoun left the lat
ter standing six points worth over
the goal line. Smith led the Delta
Sig attack, throwing two posses to
Lipske and Parlin for touchdowns
and scoring a third one himself.
Neither team looked too strong, be
ing definitely weak on defense.
Greek Touch Football Schedule
October <

6 , 1938

LOST?

FOUND?
A PORTABLE

Thursday, October

LAWK IN T I AH
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JACK

USE THE LAW RENTIAN
CLASSIFIED CO LU M N

25c

per insertion
limit 35 words

Deadline Noon on Monday — Preceding Date of Publication

m am
PAUL KELLY

P ittu ro

RITA HAYWORTH
FRANKIE DARRO
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F in d a Course
To Take That
Won’t Take You

with
‘Ibby” Holt

Peg« Seven

O n the L ibrary

Rental Shelf

There comes a time in the life of
Armstrong,
Margaret,
Fanny
every young man—and woman— Kemble
when he is confronted with a
Baker, Dorothy, The Young Man
weighty problem. No longer is life with a Horn
a matter of hear and obey. On his
Carroll, P. V., Shadow and Sub
own initiative he must solve that stance
Davie, Clyde, The Great American
paragon of enigmas — choosing a
Novel.
course.
Derleth, August, Wind over Wis
The qualifications that an elec consin.
tive course must fulfill should be
Goudge, Elizabeth, Towers in the
fastidiously contemplated by ev Mist
ery student. Instead of wonder
Halsey, Margaret, With Mali>.-e to
ing “what course will I take?” he ward Some
must determine “what course will
Hertzler, A. E., Horse and Buggy
take me?” Once satisfied that he Doctor.
will neither be abandoned in the
Lehman, Lotte, Midway in My
throes of a “pipe” too boring to en Song
dure, nor be left struggling fufilely
Mann, Thomas, Coming Victory of
in one too deep for comprehension Democracy
he must consider but three things:
Nathan. Robert, The Barly Fields
the time of the class, its exaninaPriestley. J. B.. Doomsday Men
tion hour, and the instructor.
Roberts, Kenneth, Trending into
Of these, the time is probablv the Maine
paramount issue. Eight o’clock, ex
Smith. L. P., Repcrusals and Re
cept when judged superior to nfter- collections
noon classes, are never considered
Spring. Howard, My Son, Mv Son
Nine o’clocks are acceptable uules.*
Zaturenska, Cold Morning Skv
followed by an open period, ini
Zaturenska, Threshold and Hearth
which case it is not necessary to ex-! Zweig. Arnold, Crowning of a
pose oneself to such an early nour King.
when one later could be selected. It
is most convenient merely to w**dge
in some course between the ho'.us of Colleges to Discuss
required courses—a time filler, a»- it
Foreign R elations
were.
Plans for an intercollegiate con
The instructor himself must be
considered from the angles of 1cm- ference on international relations
perament, appearance during lec were made Saturday by faculty
tures, apple-polishability, and ca members of seven middle western
pacity for sky rockets. The mere colleges meeting at MilwaukeeDowner college, Milwaukee. Pres
title of his course is not suffi
ent at the first meeting to discuss
cient in judging his personality
plans for the conference were
Choosing one styled “How to Win
James Watkins. Universty of C hi
Grades and Influence Professors”
cago; Keuth Clark, Carleton col
does not necessarily insure his af
lege, Northiield. Minn.; Mrs. J. W.
fability or your marks.
Nash; Miss Lucia R. Briggs, presi
The examination hour should be dent of Milwaukee-Downer; Miss
consulted in the time table so as Helen Chase, Milwaukee-Downer;
to avoid finals less than two days Martha Ziegler, Northwestern uni
apart, and still manage a trip home versity; Mrs. W. R. Sharpe and
either before or after. Since the Walter H. C. Laves, University of
examination is the final goal, it is Chicago; J. W. Nash, Milwaukee
imperative that one make a cjreful State Teachers’ college; Dean Amy
choice.
(Daily Cardinal)
M.
Gilbert.
Milwaukee-Downer;
Ivan M. Stone, Beloit college; and

*Four Daughters ’
i Viennese

citizen by
address in

y. October
nation he
has trav»rly child-

OM ING to the Rio this week farce, with Jack Oakie and Lucille
end is “The Four Daughters," Ball. Lucille as a temperamental
with the three Lane listers. movie star, and Jack as her cock
eyed press agent manage to get
Gale Page, John Garfield, and Jef
themselves in a series of jams be
frey Lynn in the starring roles.
with jail and ending in a
None of them as yet are known ginning
as
outstanding actors, but in this pic fight with a couple of escaped con
ture they turn in an outstanding victs. The acting is not too impres
performance. The two male leads sive, and the picture moves slowly,
are new discoveries and promise to but for the sake of “The Four
become the finds of the year. As Daughters” you can endure any
the story goes, the four sisters all thing.
•
*
*
fall in love with the same m an—
HE Appleton screen over the Sunset Elections to
Jeffrey Lynn—whereas he, after the
weekend offers “Hold That Comanner of men, loves only one of
Follow ‘Excursion*
Ed,” starring that perennial fa
them—Priscilla. She, fearing to
Election
to Sunset, the honorary
vorite, John Barrymore, Marjorie
hurt her sisters, renounces him in
organization on the cam
Weaver, and George Murphy. Asdramatic
is
favor of John Garfield. How she
usual with college pictures, it <s pus
too will be held after the produc
finally attains her love, and how
tion of the play, “Excursion.” to be
the knot of tangled affections is fi collegiate but is, nevertheless, very
given on November 5 and 6.
nally unwound, you will have to amusing. Barrymore is governor of
discover for yourself. It is a truly the state. He goes “swing Crazy”
great picture and one you would and tries to run the university to Town and (iotcn Club
promote himself in politics. How he
regret missing.
To Hear Mrs. Trezise
With “Four Daughters” is “The succeeds and what happens provides
Affairs of Annabel,” a roaring the plot of the picture—and a veryl Mrs. Frank W. Clippinger, 7 1 5 E.
amusing one, too. W ith “Hold That Altcn street, will be hostess to Town
Co-ed” is "Juvenile Court," .starring and Gown club Wednesday afterA.A.U.W. Sponsors Book
Paul Kelly and the Dead End boys, noon at her home. Mrs. Frederick
Sale for Scholarship If you have seen one of that scries, Trezise will present the program,
Each year the local chapter of the you have seen them , all, so t is reading a paper on “The Old SouthAmerican Association of University needless for me to comment further. I west.”
■Women gives to an Appleton girl a
scholarship for Lawrence.
This
year's recipient is Fern Bauer. The
annual sale of used books to raise
this fund will be from
Thursday
noon, October 6, through Saturday
night, October 8, at 117 N. Apple
ton street. Students and
faculty
alike are invited to come and look
over the books.

C
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Served att Executive Sec
retary - Treasurer of Phi
Sigma Kappa 15 Yearn
Ralph J. Watts, executive secre
tary and treasurer of the Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity for 15 years will
retire from that office on October 1.
Mr. Watts will continue his official
connection with the fraternity by
serving as its historian and as one
of the six members of its court of
honor.
For nine years prior to his be
coming executive treasurer and
secretary, Mr. Watts was the alum 
ni advisor of the Alpha chapter of
Massachusetts State college trom
which he was graduated. His son,
Jerome, is a member of the chap
ter at the University of Michigan,
and a second son, Gordon, is a
member of the Swarthmore college
chapter.
Earl F. Schoening, Chicago, will
succeed Mr. Watts to the office
which will be maintained as the
fraternity’s central office in that
city. Mr. Schoening has been a na
tional officer of the fraternity for
10 years. He was national president
from 1936 to 1938.
Phi Sigma Kappa was founded
at Massachusetts
State college
March 15, 1873 and has 45 chapters.

c

oming
onvocation

Friday, October 7: Dean J. S.
Mi His will speak.
Inesday, October 11: Dr. Leonard
l udwm will talk on “fcarope.
Five Minates to Twelve.”
W. R. Sharpe, University of Wis
consin. The eonference will be held
December 2 and 3 at the University
of Minnesota.
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COAL!

Watts Resigns
Fraternity Post
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COKE!

ICE!

LUTZ

William G. Keller
Opt.

D.

Phone 2

ICE CO.
306 N. Superior

Lawrence H. Keller
Opt.

D.

OPTOMETRISTS
121 W. College Ave.
Tel. 2415

After the Show —
Try Our
Extra Heavy

Malted Milk
15c

B v tty T h rew t i e r
C A R P U S
O u t of G e a r!
• In other words, sprained her
wrist. Seems Betty’s fountain pen
suddenly stalled. I t was full, but
ink sim ply w ouldn’t flow. She
shook . . . and she shook! And
she s h o o k / / N o luck. So she
SH O O K III Crack went her wrist
out of kilter.
Too bad, Betty I Next time, fill up with Penit
— the sure-flowing, trouble-free, easy-writing
ink that behaves in any make of fountain pen.
You can get a handsome 2-oz. bottle for
15c; or a 4-oz. bottle with chamois penwiper
for 25c at your college supply »tore. Try it.

SANFORD’S
m

~ £ju u m l£
SEDEES

SNIDER'S
Closest to the
campus

Here is an authentic college style in Cordovan
— a heavy waxed leather that's at its best when
the going is the worst.
It has extra stout jopers
and extra heavy soles that deliver to the fullest
when the weather's the foulest. They're wetproof and almost wear-proof. See them now at

Carl F. Denzin, manager Appleton** largest exclusive
men’s shoe department.

The Pen-Tested In k fo r A ll Makes of F ountain Pens

417 W . College Ave.

Phone 287

Fo*e I»«H*

THK

A Testament to Youth
By Gov. P hilip F. LaFollette
Students in our colleges and u n 
iversities, you are beginning a new
school year in trouble*! times.
While you are
preparing for
peaceful pursuits, in Lurope men
and women your age arc preparing
lor war. Like you, they wanted to
le
farmers, teachers, scientists.
They wanted peace but have none.
They wanted security but have
none. They are living o». the crater
of a volcano they did not create,
ll Is an heritage of the World War.
It is a legacy forced on 'hem by the
short-sightedness of an older gen
eration. They are compelled to dis
charge the terms of 'Is hatreds,
imhitions, and arrogance.
Most of you, like most European
students, were born during or im 
mediately after the World War.
That event and its Consequences
dominate your lives. I nave listen
ed to you speak. Your words are
in the past tense. “The war was
horrible. Men were slaughtered.
Civilizations were shak.‘»n,” you say.
You read about the event in books.
You say a “lost generation” dram 
atized on the stage and screen
Students in our colleges and u n 
iversities look at the person stand
ing beside you. You an1 he are in
danger of becoming part of another
“lost generation,’* for you
have
come into the full inheritance of
the present tense.
If Europe goes to wi»r and this

nation with it. you will carry tbe
burden of the attack. Vour dreams
of self-betterment will hurst with
the fragments of shell* All your
noble and generous Impulses will
be perverted to base ends.—not
(hose of some one you read
about, but your impulses.
I belonged to the lost generation
whose life you saw dramatized My
generation inherited before the war
the evils of our rapid Industrial de
velopment. During my 'rchool years
a progressive spirit—a>id I
use
* progressive” In the broader sense
— arose in this land tc- challenge
those evils. Everywhere, common
men and women were determined
to regain for themselves the ecoromic freedom on which political
and intellectual freedom rests. This
crusading spirit prom red to tri
umph over the forces that cause
wars. But just as this : pirit found
expression, it was crushed by the
forces of war.
The nation found Itself at war.
The constructive spirit of oui peo
ple was shifted forcefully from
farms and shops to battlefields. Ws
were told that there we would find
our salvation.
The
battlefield
would settle all the trouble some
problems, not only of youth, but of
the whole nation. Instead of set
tling those problems it destroyed
the people who were to benefit by
their solution. The roud back to
peace was traveled by a lost gen♦ration.

The war did not solve our
problem*. It multiplied them and
the evils which caaae war. The
economic depression of 1929 was
one of the consequent es of the
war. That depression has contin
ued and Is still with us today
because we have failed to act In
the face of the problems which
have accumulated since the war.

quires greater valor, Liroism de
votion and self-sacrifice than is
demanded on any battlefield.
Students in our colleges and un
iversities, this is your fight. You
are called upon to battle on two
fronts: the battle of today and
the battle delayed by twentyfive years.
Should Europe go to \\ar, I know
your sympathies w ill be with some
o! the parties to it. But do not let
those honorable sympathies collect
your generation, as they did mine,
h o m the tasks at home
I know
>our yearning for soli-justification and the joy that ccmes from
scrvice to an ideal greater than
the individual. But tha« self-justi
fication and joy can be founc! not
three thousand miles away from
your schools, but in tho towns, ci
ties, and villages in w h !th you live.
That self-fulfillment ca.i be tound
—it must be found—in solving the
problems that make foi war. The
experiences of my generation speak
with melancholy eloquence o.i the
¿••tility of finding salvaron on bat
tlefields.

with

Thursday, October 6, 19."

Towner to Speak
At Three Meetings
During October
M. C. Towner, admis-ions olficer,
will lead a discussion at the meet
ing of the Association of College
Representatives at Chicago on Oc
tober 4. “The Counseling
Func
tions of the Admissions Officer” is
the topic for discussion
On October 5 Mr. lowner will
speak to the local Kiwanis club
on “Getting a Student Body at
Lawrence.”
The Men’s Fall Brothnihood Con
gress of the Evangelical and Relorm Synod will have Mr. Towner
is speaker at their October meet
ing to be held in Sheboygan.

Library
Exhibits
Stanley Woodtvard's
Seascape Paintings

The first of a series of art exnibits
arranged by Lawrence college as a
continuation of its policy of bring
ing fine art direct to its student?
and interested community, has been
announced by Alden F. Megrew in 
Students in our col>ges and structor in art. Forty-one oil ana
universities, focus your eyes on water colors of the works of Stan
what needs to be donj in Amer ley Woodward, foremost seascape
ica. Focus your eyes upon the painter in the United States, com
task of making democracy func prise this first exhibit which will
tion in the economic life as well be on display in the library until
as the political life of our nation. November 1.
Kemcmber that the democratic
Primarily a
seascape
painter
ideal of equality means econom Woodward is considered second on
ic opportunity as well as poli ly to Winslow Homer. Most r.f the
pictures in the group are scenes of
tical liberty.
In your classrooms, laborator the North Atlantic coast and of the
ies and libraries, let one funda West Indies, principally Nas^eau.
mental question domtnate your There are a few landscapes of the
thoughts as you go through the Berkshires.
Although comparatively a young
school year: What e»n I con
tribute to this country in talents man he has risen far in art being
and attitudes which will enable represented in practically all of
H to enjoy freedom, peace and the larger art museums in the
plenty? Your contributions may United States and several in for
vary in degrees of importance ' eign countries.
Stanley Woodward was born in
But the constancy of (bat ques
tion will enable all of you to dis 1890 and now lives in Rockport.
charge your obligation to the Massachusetts, where he is a mem
persent with honor. It will pre ber of the Rockport colony of art
vent your generation ircm being ists, a group that at one time or
characterised by hlstoiy as an other has had practically all of the
foremost painters of the country
other lost generation.
among its membership.

6.)

Si

m inil* Attend
Univer#ilv of Life

CONTINUED FROM PACE 1
why,” insists Miriam Lee Porter,
student leader of the Personality
Adjustments group.
“We are discussing social inter
course. courtship on the campus,
and other such topics of interest to
college men and women," 9s"*erts
Bill Schmidt of the Marriage and
the Home discussion group.
President John Hemphill an
nounces that next Sunday's s*ssion
will begin
at the
Presbyterian
church with the service, at 6:15 p.
m.

/#

Lawrence Registrar
To Speak in Madis<
C. E. Deakins, registrar, will spt
at the meeting of Wisconsin Reg
trars at Madison .October 14. 1
E are told on very good
topic will be “Sophomore Cour.
looking authority that there for Freshmen.”
is a place near Green Bay
called Spook hill, located on a nar
row and unfrequented road that
andblurted a swear word, hca
as the name suggests,
having throughout the stands, from son
where in the recesses uf a b
strange properties. One drives to rence huddle?
the bottom of the hill, turns olf
*
*
*
Opportunists among the stti
his car lights and igt.ition. and
a mysterious force draws the car dent body should jump at th
chance to become an importan
backward up the hill ogain.
Even if Ike Newton hasn’t been contributor to the “Contributor
wrong all these years,
well,
it magasine. The field is wide opei
might be worth trying anyway, if for editors next year. We’ll vouci
for its rapid growth; they uil
you know what we mean.
have a desk in the Ariel offici
*
*
*

W

Now that It’s getting to be
fashionable to dirty rush other
countries’ minorities, there is
some cause for fear that Milwau
kee will soon be partitioned be
tween Germany
and
Poland.
But we’ve got one minority that's
fairly safe. We couldn't lose
Maine and Vermont if we wanted
to.

*
*
*
“Does anybody know any clean
jokes??”
*
*
*
When we rustle through the au
tumn leaves and smell smoke in
the air. we are tempted to wax
j little flowery on the subject our
selves. sometimes. But an Alpha
Chi pledge put us to shame. “When
Mr. Rain is through po jring down,
then the dainty little hits of red
and yellow leaves float to the
ground with the greatest of ease."
*
*
*

before many more suns set at lh<
other end of College avenue
*
*
*

We’re going to brush up on ot
ballroom technicalities very sooi
She told us she had heard of ot
wrestling accomplishments . . . .

in Vogue. Harprr ■ B a in r. —
Madrmoivllr and Hwluplay

What was our surprise and
pleasure upon returning to the
Lawrence campus after week
end peregrinations to find that
Mgr. Tommy Gettelman gained
more yards than any member
of the football team, tad arches
and all.

*
*
*
Perhaps football was too tough
for him; evidently he didn t have
the spunk to keep training rules.
For it took only one play of the
football game to put him on the list
of casualties. In fact his was the
most serious injury of the «ame.
That was Charley Pond, head-linesman in the Coe game, who climbed
out of an out-of-bounds pile-up
with a game leg.
Has anyone identified the voice

DICK" GARVEY
L A W R E N C E 'S

ALL AMERICAN

Most Aeaalifiil
Pump*

C EN TER
Drives o Yellow Cob

YELLOW CAB
Conway Hotel

HECKERT SHOE CO.

CO.

W e Repair Shoes

phono 6000

C A L L 711

Laurence Alum ni Offiee
Moves to Campus Library

The Lawrence college alumni of
fice, formerly located in the case
ment at Main hall, has been moved
to the basement of the library. The
Some of us believe *r.at a new admissions office also is located
crusading spirit at last is rising in there.
this country. It Is a now progressivism. The evils it challenges are
stronger and greater than those in
the dayj when I was in school.
What you do to meet those evils
THE NUT SHOP
w ill determine not oniy our own
course for many years to come,
but the future of democracy itself.

Battle

L A W R E N T IA N

these evils re

HI FROSHI
Continental Tux
with Black Silk Vest
%

217 L CoUsgo Avo.
APFLETOH, WIS.

NOON DAY LUNCHES
EVENING DINNERS
SANDWICHES . . . SHORT ORDERS
FOUNTAIN REFRESHMENTS
Come to the . . .

TEA ROOM
ond RESTAURANT

Correct Tails
with White Pique Vest

*31
*35

00

FARRAND
TAILOR SHOP
Just Off the Campus

318 E. College Ave.
GOOD FOOD AT MODERATE PRICES
114 E. College Ave.

50

